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amen\y kwkvIc-Whpw
           DuÀtÖm-Xv]m-Z-\hpw

                                      Cµp sFk¡v

     aen\ hkvXp-¡-fpsS  BhnÀ`mhw hfsc IqSnb kwØm-\-amWv

tIc-fw.  GI-tZiw 2.5 Intem amen\yw {]Xn-Zn\w hoSp-I-fnÂ DXv]m-Zn-¡p-¶-

Xm-bmWv IW-¡v.  s]mXp Øe-̄ nsâ e`yX-¡p-dhpw P\-km-{µXbpw IW-

¡n-se-Sp-¯p-sIm-v kwØm-\-¯nsâ Imem-h-Øbv¡pw ]cn-ØnXvbv¡pw

CW-§p¶ Xc-¯n-epÅ amen\y kwkv¡-cWw C\nbpw D-m-tI- -n -bn-cn -

¡p-¶p..  AtXm-sSm¸w amen\y kwkv¡-c-W-̄ n-eqsS DuÀÖw DXv]m-Zn-̧ n-

¡p¶ ]cn-ØnXn¡v tbmPn¨ kmt¦-XnI hnZy-IÄ \mw IqSp-X-embn

{]mhÀ¯n-I-am-t¡- - -Xm-Wv.

amen\y kwkvI-c-Whpw kmt¦-XnI hnZy-Ifpw

      amen\y kwkvI-cW {]{In-b-bn-eqsS hnZypNvOàn, Xmt]mÀÖw

F¶nh DXv]m-Zn-̧ n-¡p¶ kmt¦-XnI hnZy-IÄ C¶v e`y-am-Wv.
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     • _tbm-ao-Y-t\-j³

    hmbp-hnsâ A`m-h-̄ nÂ ssPh hkvXp-¡Ä PoÀ®n-̧ n-¡p¶ coXn-bmWv

_tbm-ao-Y-t\j³. CXp {]Imcw {]tXyI Xm]-\n-e-bnÂ amen\yw kwkvI-

cn-¡p-t¼mÄ D-m-Ip¶ _tbm-Kym-knÂ aotY-bn\pw ImÀ_Wpw AS-§n-bn-

cn-¡p-¶p.  tIc-f-¯nÂ DXv]m-Zn-¸n-¡-s¸-Sp¶ Krl-am-en-\y-§-fnÂ ssPh

]ZmÀ°-§-fp-sSbpw CuÀ -̧̄ n-sâbpw Afhv IqSp-X-em-b-Xn-\mÂ _tbm-ao-

Y-t\j³ hfsc A\p-tbm-Py-amb amen-\y-kw-kvI-cW amXr-I-bm-Wv.  ]mcn-

ØnXnI {]iv\-§Ä Hgn-hm-¡m³ Cu kmt¦-Xn-I-hnZy A\p-I-cn-¡-s -̧Sm-hp-

¶-Xm-Wv.

       Akn-UnIv AÃm¯ FÃm ssPh-am-en-\y§fpw (ap³kn-̧ Â Jc-am-en-

\yw, kzothPv amen\yw) sIm-pÅ _tbm-Kym-knÂ {][m-\-ambpw aotY\pw

ImÀ_¬sU HmIvsskUpw AS-§n-bn-cn-¡p-¶p.  As\-bvtdm-_nIv Ub-P-

ÌÀ, hmXI kw`-cWn, C³e-äv, Hu«vse-äv, Kymkv ss]¸v, hmÂhv F¶n-h-

bmWv Hcp _-tbm-Kymkv ¹mânsâ apJy-L-S-I-§Ä.  _tbm-Kymkv bqWn-äp-

IÄ hnhn[ Xc-̄ nepw Af-hnepw e`y-am-Wv.

• sslt{Um-fn-knkv

ssPh Ah-in-jvS-§Ä _tbm-Kym-knÂ \nt£-]n-¡p-t¼mÄ amen-\yhpw

Pehpw Xpey Af-hn-em-bn-cn-¡-Ww.  amen-\y-¯nÂ AS-§n-bn-cn-¡p-¶Xpw

Pe-¯nÂ ebn-¡p-¶-Xp-amb henb skÃp-tem-bvUv, slhn-sk-Ãp-tem-bn-Uv,

enán³ XpS-§n-bh F³ssk-ap-I-fpsS klm-b-t¯m-Sp-IqSn hnL-Sn v̈ sNdp-

aq-e-I-§Ä Bbn amdp-¶-Xm-Wv. BZy-L-«w.  XpS-¡-̄ nÂ amen-\y-§-fn-epÅ

_m-IvSo-cn-b-IÄ HmIvkn-P³ hen-̈ -Sp¯ tijw ImÀ_¬ssUHmIvsskUv
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DXv]m-Zn-̧ n-¡p-¶p. _m-IvSo-cn-b-I-fpsS {]hÀ -̄\-̂ -e-ambn amen-\ys¯ shÅ-

¯n-te¡v ebn-̧ n-¡p-¶p.  ASp¯ L«-̄ nÂ _m-IvSo-cn-b-I-fpsS {]hÀ¯\

^e-am-bn shÅ-̄ nÂ Aen-bp-¶-Xcw A¾ kz`m-h-apÅ hkvXp-¡-fmbn Ch

amdp-¶p.  C§s\ DXv]m-Zn-̧ n-¡-s -̧Sp¶ Bkn-Up-I-fmWv Ak-änIv Bkn-Uv.

_yq«-dnIv Bkn-Uv, s{]m¸-t\mbnIv BknUv F¶n-hbpw hmX-I-§-fmb

ImÀ_¬ssU-Hm-IvsskUpw ssl{U-P-\pw.

• sa¯-t\m-P-\n-knkv

      aotY³ hmXI DXv]m-Z-\-amWv sa -̄t\m-P-\n-kn-kv.  _m-IvSo-cn-b-

bpsS {]hÀ¯-\-¯nÂ aotY\pw ImÀ_¬ssU HmIvsskUv hmX-Ihpw

D-m-Ip-¶p.  Cu {]hÀ¯-\-¯n-eqsS Xmsg ]d-bp¶ hkvXp-¡Ä DXv]m-Zn-

¸n-¡-s¸-Sp-¶p.

1. _-tbm-Kymkv: _-tbm-Kym-knÂ aotY³ (55þ65%) ImÀ_¬ssU

HmIvsskUv (35þ45%) sNdnb Af-hnÂ ssl{U-P³, ssl{U-P³

kÄss -̂Uv, Atam-Wnb apX-emb AS-§n-bn-cn-¡p-¶p.

2. Édn : Kymkv DXv]m-Z-\-̄ n\v tijw ]pdw-X-Å-s -̧Sp-¶- ]-ZmÀ°-amWv

Édn. \Ã KpW-ta³abpÅ hf-ambn  D]-tbm-Kn-¡m-hp-¶-Xm-Wv.

_-tbm-Kym-knsâ {]hÀ -̄\s¯ _m-[n-¡p¶ LS-I-§Ä

1. _-tbm-Kymkv ssUP-Ì-dnse Dujvamhv _m-IvSo-cn-b-I-fpsS {]hÀ -̄

\s¯ _m-[n-¡pw. 290
C apXÂ 400

C hsc-bpÅ Dujvam-hnÂ amen-\y-

§Ä hfsc thK-̄ nÂ- A-gp-Ip-Ibpw IqSp-XÂ hmXIw DXv]m-Zn-̧ n-

¡p-Ibpw sN¿p-¶p.
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2. PH sâ Afhv 6.0 apXÂ  8.5 hsc A\p-tbm-Py-am-Wv..

3. amen-\y-̄ nse CuÀ¸-̄ nsâ Afhv 15% Ipd-bm³ ]mSn-Ã.

4. IoS-\m-in-\n-IÄ, hnj-h-kvXp-¡Ä, tkm¸v, ^nt\m-bnÂ F¶nh _m-

IvSo-cn-bsb \in-̧ n-¡pw.

5. C/N A\p-]mXw (Carbon to Nitrogen ratio) 20 \pw 30 \pw CS-bn-em-bn-

cn-¡-Ww.  A\p-Xm]w IqSp-¶Xv ss\{S-Psâ DXv]m-Z\w Iq«p-Ibpw

A\p-]mXw Ipd-bp-¶Xv Atam-Wnb DXv]m-Z\w Iq«p-Ibpw sN¿pw.

CXpw cpw {]hÀ¯-\s¯ _m-[n-¡pw.

6. amen-\y-§-fpsS hen¸w Ipd-bv¡p-¶Xpw Ac-¨-Xp-amb Ij-W-§Ä

Agp-Iensâ thKX Iq«pw.

7. amen-\y-§Ä ssUP-Ì-dnÂ \nt£-]n-¡p-t¼mÄ Ie¡n \nt£-]n-¡p-

¶Xv Agp-IÂ t{]mÕm-ln-¸n-¡p-Ibpw amen-\y-§Ä I«-sI-«p-¶Xv

XS-bp-Ibpw sN¿p-¶p.

KpW-^-e-§Ä

1. DuÀÖw (Kymkv/sshZyp-Xn) DXv]m-Zn-¸n-¡-s -̧Sp-¶p.

2. amen\y \nÀ½mÀÖ-\-̄ n\v th s]mXp Øe-¯nsâ Bhiyw

Ipd-bv¡p-¶p.

3. ]cn-Øn-Xnbv¡v tZmjw Ipd-bv¡p-¶p.  IpSn-shÅ t{kmX-Êp-I-fn-

tebpw a®n-sebpw aen-\o-I-cWw Ipd-bv¡p-¶p.

4. _tbm-ao-Y-t\-j³ {]hÀ -̄\-¯n-eqsS e`n-¡p¶ Édn Hcp ssPh

hkvXp-hpw, a®ns\ ]cn-t]m-jn-̧ n-¡p-¶-Xp-am-Wv.
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5. _tbm-Kymkv kn.-F³.-Pn. Kymkn\v ]I-c-ambn t_m«n-ep-I-fnÂ (Ip-än-I-

fnÂ) \nd¨v D]-tbm-Kn-¡m³ km[n-¡pw. ImÀ_¬ssU HmIvsskUv,

ssl{U-P³kÄss^-Uv, CuÀ¸w apX-embh Hgn-hm¡n _-tbm-Kymkv

Iw{]Êv sNbvXv t_m«n-enÂ \nd-̈ mÂ- A-]-ISw Ipdª Kymkmbn D]-

tbm-Kn-¡m-hp-¶Xpw ]cn-ØnXvbv¡v A\p-tbm-Py-hp-am-Wv.

tZmj-h-i-§Ä

1. It¼m-ÌnwKv coXn-sb-¡mÄ Nnehv IqSn-bXv

2. PoÀ®X Ipd-hpÅ hkvXp-¡Ä, \mc-§, ap«-bsS tXmSv, tXmSp-IÄ F¶nh

DbÀ¶ Af-hnÂ D]-tbm-Kn-¡m³ km[n-¡n-Ã.

3. icn-bmb taÂt\m«w Bh-iy-am-Wv. ssUP-Ì-dnsâ {]hÀ -̄\-̄ n\v Bh-

iy-amb Dujvamhv \ne-\nÀ -̄Ww.

_-tbm-Kym-knÂ \n¶v sshZypXn

     BtKmf Xe-̄ nÂ Xs¶ _-tbm-Kym-knÂ \n¶v sshZypXn DXv]m-Zn¸n-

¨p-h-cp-¶p-- v.  CXn\p  th- P\-td-ä-dp-IÄ C¶v e`y-am-Wv.  GI-tZiw 1.5

Intem hm«v sshZypXn Hcp Fw Iyq_v _-tbm-Kym-knÂ \n¶v e`n-¡pw.

           1. ]cn-ØnXvbv¡v A\p-tbm-Py-amb sshZypXn DXv]m-Zn-̧ n-¡p-¶p.

2. \S-̄ n-̧ n\v Nnehv Ipd-hm-Wv.

3. `qan-¡-Sn-bnÂ \nÀ½n-¡p-¶Xv ImcWw D]-cn-Xe Øew D]-tbmKw Ipd-

hm-Wv.

4. ZoÀL-Ime £aX

5. lcnX Krl-hm-XI {]`mhw Ipdbv¡pw

6. DXv]m-Zn-¸n-¡p¶ Øe¯v Xs¶ DuÀÖw D]-tbm-Kn-¡m³ km[n-¡p-¶p.
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    -

{]iv\-§Ä

1. hnZ-KvZ-amb Unssk³, ]cn-N-b-k-¼-¶-cpsS e`y-X, icn-bmb \S-̄ n-̧ v,

hnZKvZ ]cn-]m-e\w F¶nh Bh-iy-am-Wv.

2. 150
C

 
bnÂ Ipdª _-tbm-Kymkv DXv]m-Z\w km¼-̄ n-I-ambn em -̀I-c-a-Ã.

BÀ.-Un.-F-̂ v.(Refuse- Derived Fuel)

      ]mgv hkvXp-¡-fmb IS-em-kv, XpWn, Nm¡v, dºÀ, ]p\-cp-]-tbm-Kn-

¡m³ ]äm¯ ¹mÌvIv, Nnc-«, acw apX-em-bh s]mSn¨v CuÀ¸w Ifªv

CÔ-\-ambn D]-tbm-Kn-¡m-hp¶ Xc-̄ nÂ Jc-h-kvXp-¡-fmbn amäp¶  coXn-

bmWv  BÀ.-Un.-F-^v.  Cu coXn-bnÂ s]Ã-äp-I-fmbn DXv]m-Zn-¸n-¡p-¶h

hn]-W-\-̄ n\v Ab-bv¡p-¶-Xn\pw ssIImcyw sN¿p-¶-Xn\pw Ffp-̧ -am-Wv.

 KpW-ßƒ

1. emâ v ^nÃnÂ IqSn DXv]m-Zn-̧ n-¡p¶ antY³ hmXIw Hgn-hm-¡m³ km[n-

¡p-¶p.

2. Cu kmt¦-XnI hnZy-aqew s]mXp-hmbn ]mgvhkvXp-¡Ä I¯n-¡p-¶Xv

Hgn-hm¡n Ah DuÀÖ-ambn D]-tbm-Kn-¡m-hp-¶-Xm-Wv.

3. t^mknÂ CÔ-\-̄ nsâ Aan-tXm-]-tbmKw Ipd-bv¡p-¶p.

tZmj-§Ä

1.  BÀ.-Un.-F-̂ v.-epÅ ]n.-hn.-kn. I¯p-¶-Xp-aqew A]-I-S-I-c-amb hmX-I-

   §Ä D-m -Imw.

2. BÀ.-Un.-F-̂ v I¯p-¶Xv aqew Nmchpw {Zhcq]-amb ]ZmÀ°§fpw

   DÂ]m-±n¸n¡p¶p.
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3.  BÀ.-Un.-F-^v hgn e`n-¡p¶ DuÀÖ-¯nsâ Afhv ]p\À N{I-

¯nÂIqSn  e`n-¡p¶ DuÀÖ-t¯¡mfpw Ipd-hm-Wv.

      Kmkn-̂ n-t¡-j\pw ss]ttdmfn-knkpw

      DbÀ¶ Dujvam-hnÂ  (500 þ 1000) Jc-am-en-\y-§Ä {]hÀ¯n-̧ n v̈

DuÀÖw DXv]m-Zn-̧ n-¡p¶ kmt¦-XnI hnZy-I-fmWv Ch.amen\y kwkvI-

c-W-¯n-\mbn ASn-b-´c amÀ¤§Ä Btem-Nn-¡p-t¼mÄ  IqSp-XÂ

]cn-K-W\ \ÂtI--Xv Ah D]-tbm-Kn-¨pÅ DuÀÖ DXv]m-Z-\-

¯n-\m-h-Ww.  ]mgvh-kvXp-¡Ä shdptX I¯n¨p If-bp-¶-Xn\pw

DuÀÖ-Zm-bI D]m-[n-I-fmbn Ahsb amä-Ww.  DuÀÖ kpc£

ap¶nÂI--m-hWw \½psS amen-\y-\nÀ½mÀÖ\ ]²-Xn-IÄ.

tbmP-\,

                                                                    BKÌv 2016

.

SSSSS
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hnZym-̀ ymk cwKw {]iv\-§Ä, {]Xym-i-IÄ

djoZv IWn-t¨cn

a\p-jys\ a\p-jy-\m¡n amäp¶ kmaq-ly-{]-{In-b-bmWv hnZym-̀ ym-kw.

Iq«mb ]cn-{i-a-̄ n-eq-sStb B e£yw ssIh-cn-¡m-\m-Iq. ]pXnb A²yb-

\-hÀj-̄ nse BZy amk-§-fnÂXs¶ ]n.-Sn.-F. tbmK-§Ä hnfn v̈ tNÀ v̄

Ip«n-Isf F§s\ ]Tn-¸n-¡-W-sa-¶-Xn-s\-¡p-dn¨v FÃm hnZym-e-b-§-fnepw

¢mkv \ÂIpw. hnZym-`ym-ks¯ I¨-h-S-am¡n ImWn-Ã. ]pXnb A²y-b-\-

hÀjm-cw-`-¯nÂ Xncp-h-\-´-]pcw ]«w Kh. tKÄkv sslkvIq-fnÂ \S¶

{]th-i-t\mÂh-̄ nÂ hnZym-̀ ym-k-a{´n s{]m^. kn. cho-{µ-\m-Ynsâ hm¡p-

I-fmWv apI-fnÂ D²-cn-¨-Xv. ]pXnb tIcf kÀ¡m-cnsâ hnZym-`ymk\bw

CXnÂ AS-§n-bn-«p - - v .

sFIytI-cf ]nd-hn-¡p-tijw cq]-sa-Sp¯ BZys¯ C.-Fw.-F-kv. a{´n-

k-`bnse hnZym-`ym-k-a{´n, XrÈqÀ skâ v tXmakv tImtf-Pnse s{]m^.

tPmk^v ap--tÈcn Bbn-cp-¶p. ae-bm-f-hn-aÀi\ kmln-Xy-¯nse cmP-in-

ev]n-bm-bn-cp¶p At±lw. ]nW-dmbn hnP³ a{´n-k-̀ -bnÂ hnZy-m`ym-k-a{´nbmb

AtX tImtf-PnÂ\n-¶pÅ s{]m^. kn. cho-{µ-\m-YmWv B ]Z-hn-se-̄ p¶

tIcf-¯nse c-m-as¯ A²ym-]-I³.

s{]m^. tPmk^v ap - -tÈcn sIm -p -h¶p \S -¸nem¡nb tIcf

hnZym`ymk \nb-aw A¶s¯ kÀ¡m-dnsâ \b-am-bn-cp¶p. hnZym-̀ ymktaJ-
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ë

e-bpsS hfÀ¨bv¡pw, hym]-\-̄ n\pw ASn-Øm-\-amb `c-W-IqS CS-s]-S-em-

bn-cp¶q B \nb-aw. asäm-cÀ°-̄ nÂ s]mXp-hn-Zym-̀ ym-k-ta-J-e-bnÂ P\m-[n-

]-Xy-h-Xv¡-c-W-̄ n\v XpS-¡-an-«-Xv tIcf hnZym-̀ ym-k-\n-b-a-̄ n-eq-sS-bmWv. Ak-

a-amb hnZym-̀ ymk AhØ \ne-\nÂ¡p¶ C´y-bnÂ hnZym-̀ ym-k-]p-tcm-K-Xn-

bpsS alm-ta-cp-hmbn tIcfw amdn-bXv ka-{K-amb hnZym-`ym-k-\nbaw \S-

¸nem-¡n-b-Xp-sIm-m-bn-cp¶p AXmWv ]n¶oSv tIc-f-X-\n-a-IÄ¡v ASn-Øm-

\-ambn amdn-b-Xv.

12615 hnZym-e-b-§Ä C¶v kwØm-\-¯p--v. (7145 kzImcy hnZym-eb-

§Ä, 4619 kÀ¡mÀ hnZym-e-b-§Ä) 851 A¬-F-bn-UUv kvIqfp-Ifpw D-v.

CXn\pw ]pd-sa, kwØm\ ]mTy-]-²-Xnbv¡v ]pd-̄ pÅ 1178 kn.-_n.-F-kv.-C.,

148 sF.kn.-F-kv.-C., 33 tI{µob hnZym-eb-§Ä, 14 \thm-Zb hnZym-e-b-§Ä

F¶n-hbpw D-v. kwØm-\s¯ P\-kw-Jybpw Ip«n-I-fpsS F®-hp-ambn

Xmc-Xayw sN¿p-t¼mÄ kvIqÄ hbkv ]cn-[n-bn-ep-Å-hsc DÄs¡m-Åm³

]mI-̄ n-epÅ, \S-s¶-̄ m-hp¶ Zqc-]-cn-[n-bv¡p-ÅnÂ hnZym-e-b-ku-I-cy§Ä

\ne-hn-ep- - v. (Kncn-hÀK, Xoc-tZi taJ-e-I-fnÂ Häs¸« A]hmZ-§Ä It--

¡mw.-) Np-cp-¡¯nÂ sk¡--dnXew hsc hnZym-`ym-k-ku-I-cy-§Ä tIc-f-

¯nÂ kpe-̀ -am-Wv. F¶n«pw AwKo-Im-c-an-Ãm¯ \nc-h[n hnZym-e-b§Ä tIc-

f-¯nÂ \ne-\nÂ¡p-¶p. \nÀ_-Ôn-Xhpw kmÀh-{Xn-Ihpw kuP-\y-hp-amb

s]mXp-hn-Zym-̀ ym-k-sa¶ `c-W-L-S\m hmKvZm\w ]men-¡-s¸« kwØm-\¯v

AXn\pÅ kuI-cy-§Ä D-m-bn«pw ]Ww apS¡n ]Tn¡m³ kw`m-h-\-IÄ

\ÂIn {]th-i\w t\Sm³ Hcp-hn-̀ mKw c£n-Xm-¡-Ä X¿m-dm-Ip-¶p. s]mXp-

hn-Zym-̀ ym-ks¯ XIÀ¡p¶ Cu I¨hSw A\p-h-Zn-¡n-sÃ¶ \b-amWv \ap¡v

D - m - t I - - - X v .
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am\waps« ]pI-gv¯m-hp¶ s]mXp-hn-Zym-̀ ym-k-a-ln-a-IÄ \ap¡v [mcm-

f-ap--v. AsXms¡ kXy-k-Ôhp-am-Wv. F¶mÂ Gähpw ]pXnb IW-¡-\p-

k-cn v̈ 5573 s]mXp-hn-Zym-e-b-§Ä A\m-Z-mb-I-c-am-Wv. sam¯w hnZym-e-b-§-

fpsS 47% kvIqfp-IÄ AS¨p-]q-«Â `oj-Wn-bpsS he-b¯n-em-Wv. \ne-\nÂ¸n-

em¯ C¯cw hnZym-e-b-§Ä¡v Npäpw Igp-I³I®p-I-tfmsS ̀ qam^nb kwL-

§Ä h«-an-«p-]-d-¡p-¶p. \nb-a-]-cn-c-£-t]mepw AhÀ¡v A\p-Iq-e-am-sW¶

{]Nm-c-Whpw \S-¡p-¶p. AXn-sem¶pw henb Ig-¼n-Ã. tIcf hnZym-̀ ym-k-

\n-b-a-̄ nse Nne N«-§-fpsS t]cn-em-Wo{]-N-cWw \S-̄ p-¶-Xv. B \nbaw

amäm\pw kvIqÄ aäv Bh-iy-§Ä¡v hn\n-tbm-Kn-¡m-Xn-cn-¡m\pw \nbaw D-m-

¡m³ P\m-[n-]-Xy-kÀ¡m-cp-IÄ¡v Ign-bpw. tIc-f-̄ nse hn-Zym-̀ ym-k hfÀ -̈

bpsS L«-§Ä ]cn-tim-[n-̈ mÂ Gsä-Sp-¡-ep-Ifpw, ]nSn-s -̈Sp-¡-ep-Ifpw, AwKo-

Imcw d±v sN¿epw FÃmw ap¼pw D-m -bn -«p - - v .

s]mXp-hn-Zym-e-b-§-fnÂ ]Tn-¡m-\pÅ Ip«n-I-fpsS F®w Ipd-bp¶p

F¶Xv bmYmÀ°y-am-Wv. AXnsâ Imc-W-§Ä ]e-Xm-Wv. AsXm¶pw hni-Z-

ambn {]Xn-]m-Zn-¡m³ ChnsS Ign-bn-Ã. A²ym-]-IÀ, Xt±-i-`-c-W-Iq-S-§Ä,

P\-§-fpsS at\m-`m-hw, Imem-h-Ø, `qan-im-kv{X-{]-tXy-I-XÄ, PmXn-þ-a-X-þ-

km-ap-Zm-bnI kzm[o-\w, BNm-c-w, A-\p-jvTm-\w, kÀ¡mÀ \b-§Ä,

]Wm[n]Xyw XpS-§n Hmtcm hnZym-e-b-̄ n-sâbpw \ne-\nÂ v̧ CÃm-Xm-¡p-¶-

Xn\v {]tXyI Imc-W-§-fp - - v . A\m-Zm-b-I-c-sat¶m \ne\nÂ¸v CÃm-

XmIp¶sXt¶m em`-I-c-a-Ãm-¯-sXt¶m F´p-t]-cn-«mepw th-nÃ AS-¨p-]q-

«-ensâ h¡¯p \nÂ¡p¶ C¯cw hnZym-e-b-§sf c£n-¡m³ \S-]Sn

D - m - t I - - - X p - - v .
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AS-̈ p-]q-«Â `ojWn Gähpw IqSp-XÂ t\cn-Sp-¶Xv ss{]adn hnZym-e-

b-§-tf-bm-Wv. kao-]-`m-hn-bnÂ CXv lbÀ sk¡--dn, shmt¡-j-WÂ lbÀ

sk¡- -dn hnZym -e -b-§-sfbpw  _m[n -¡m³ t]mhp -I-bm -Wv. tI{µ

Kh¬saâ v X¿m-dm-¡nb ]pXnb hnZym-̀ ymk \nbaw DS³ {]m_-ey-̄ nÂ

hcpw \S-̧ n-em-Ipw.  ImÀ¡-iy-apÅ ]co-£m-co-Xn-bpw, aqey-\nÀ®-bhpw (F-

«mw-Xcw apXÂ Ip«n-Isf tXmÂ¸n-¡p¶ k{¼-Zmbw) \S-¸n-em-¡pw. tIcf

kÀ¡m-cn-\p-th-n ap³ hnZym-`ym-k-a{´n A_vZp dºv CuImcyw BhÀ¯n-

¨m-h-iy-s -̧Sp-I-bpw, \nth-Z\w \ÂIp-Ibpw sNbvXp. A§ns\ h¶mÂ lbÀ

sk¡--dn, thmt¡-j-WÂ lbÀ sk¡--dn kvIqfpI-fn-te¡v hnZym-À°n-

Isf e`n-¡m¯ ØnXn hcpw.  ]q«Â `njWn Ahn-tS¡pw hym]n¡pw. ]cn-

lmctamt¶-bpÅq hnZym-e-b-§sf A´ÀtZ-iob \ne-hm-c-̄ n-te¡v F¯n-

¡-Ww. AXn\v ]mI-¯nÂ hnZym-e-b-§-fnÂ LS-\m-]-c-amb amä-§Ä D-m-

¡-Ww. Nne \nb-a-§Ä s]mfn-s -̈gp-X-Ww. hnZym-e-b-§Ä¡v ]pXnb \nÀÆ-

N\§Ä \ÂI-Ww. ]mTy]²Xn ]cnjv¡c-W-§-fnse amä-§Ä DÄs¡m-v

Ah-tem-I\w \S-¯-Ww. D¶X hnZym-`ym-k-¯nsâ Nhn-«p-]-Sn-sb¶ \ne-

bnÂ lbÀ sk¡--dn hnZym-e-b§sf sa¨s¸-Sp-¯-Ww. tIc-f-¯nsâ

sXmgnÂ iànsb tZiob A´ÀtZ-iob Xe-§-fnÂ D]-tbm-Kn-¡m³ {]m]vX-

am-Ip¶ cnXn-bnÂ thmt¡-j-WÂ lbÀ sk¡--dn kvIqfp-Isf BIÀj-

I-am¡Ww.

hnZym-̀ ymk hIp-̧ n-\p-Io-gn-epÅ Nne A\p-_ÔØm]-\-§Ä Ct¸mÄ

]cn-Xm-]-Icamb Ah-Ø-bn-em-Wv. AXn-te-ähpw {][m\w hnZym-̀ ymk Kth-

jW ]cn-io-e\ tI{µ-am-b- Fkv.kn.-C.-BÀ.-Sn.-bm-Wv. tIc-f-̄ nÂ hnZym-̀ ym-

k-cw-K¯v hcp-t¯- FÃm amä-§Ä¡pw t\XrXzw \ÂtI- Cu Øm]\w
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GXm\pw B{i-a-ar-K-§-fpsS ta¨nÂ¸p-d-§-fm-Wv. Øncw \nb-a-\-§Ä Chn-

sS-bn-Ã. ta[m-hn-I-fmbn h¶-hÀ ]ecpw A¡m-U-anIv Ign-hn-Ãm-̄ -h-cm-bn-cp-

¶p. Cu ØnXn-¡v amä-ap--m-I-Ww. bi-Êp-bÀ¯nb sF.Sn. @ kvIqÄ ]msS

XIÀ¶p. Hm¸¬ kvIqfpw, koam-äpw, km£-cXmanj\pw FÃmw ZpÀK-Xn-bn-

em-Wv. C¯cw Øm]-\-§-sf-sbÃmw ]p\À\nÀh-N\w \ÂIn iàn-s¸-Sp-

¯n-bmse s]mXp-hn-Zym-`ymkw BIÀj-I-am-Iq.

tIc-fs¯ apt¶m«v \bn¨ FÃm hnZym-`ymk Nph-Sp-sh-bv]p-Ifpw D-m-

bn-«p-ÅXv ]ptcm-K-a-\-ho-£W-apÅ `c-W-IÀ¯m-¡Ä A[n-Im-c-̄ n-en-cn-¡p-

t¼m-gm-Wv. tIc-f-¯nse hnZym-`ym-k-N-cn{Xw ]cn-tim-[n-¨mÂ hyàamIpw.

BtKm-f-hÂ¡-c-W-¯nsâ Bkp-c-X-IÄ `ojWn DbÀ¯p¶ hÀ¯-am-\-

Ime \b-§Ä Hcp `mK v̄. hÀ¤o-b-X-bp-sSbpw Ak-ln-jvWp-bp-sSbpw Ccp«v

]c-¯p¶ iàn-IÄ asämcp `mK¯v CXn\v _Z-ep-IÄ DbÀ¶p-h-tc--Xv

hnZym-̀ ym-k-cw-K-̄ p-\n-¶m-I-Ww. AXn\v {]m]vXn-bp-ÅXv tIc-f-̄ n-em-Wv. kmaq-

ln-I-\o-Xnbpw Xpey-Xbpw KpW-ta-·bpw DÅ hnZym-`ymkw F¶ e£y-am-

IWw ]pXnb kÀ¡m-cn\v D -m -th- - -X v .

]mTy-]-²-Xn-]-cn-jv¡cWw Ah-tem-I\w sN¿-Ww. ]pXnb kvIqÄ k{¼-

Zm-b-§Ä cq]-s¸-Sp-¯-Ww, `mjm-]-T-\-§Ä¡pw, kvIqÄ ka-b-{I-a-¯nepw

km²y-b-Zn\w Dd-̧ m-¡p-¶-Xn-\pw, A²ym-]-Isc ]cn-io-en-̧ n-¡p-¶-Xn\pw ]pXnb

kao-]\w thWw. Iem-þ-Im-bn-I-]-T\w \S-̧ m-¡p-¶-XnÂ, kvIqÄ ]mT-]p-kvX-

I-§-fpsS A¨SnbnÂ, hnX-c-W-̄ nÂ, ]mT-]p-kvXI§fpsS Unssk-\nw-KnÂ,

A²ym-]I ]cn-io-e-\-tI{µ§Ä anI-hp-ä-Xm-¡p-¶-XnÂ, ]pXnb ImgvN-]m-Sp-

IÄ thWw. samss_Â t^mWpw, Sm»-äp-Ifpw hnZymÀ°n-IÄ¡v \ÂI-

Ww. taf-I-fpsS \S-¯n¸v s]mfn-s¨-gp-X-Ww.  kvIqÄ A\p-h-Zn-¡p-¶-Xn\v
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imkv{Xob kao-]\w thWw.  {]XnÚ sNmÃÂ, {]mÀ°\ Km\-¯nsâ

XncsªSp¸v XpS-§n-bh sNdnb Im-cy-§-fm-sW-¦nepw atX-Xc kao-]\w

thWw.  kvIqÄ iuNm-e-b-§Ä, sabnâ-\³kv {Kmâ v, XmÂ¡m-enI A²ym-

]I \nb-a-\w, kvIqÄ Aä-Ip-ä-̧ -Wn-IÄ XpS-§nb Imcy-§-fnÂ ]pXnb coXn-

IÄ thWw. kvIqÄ _mKv, t_mÄs]³, tNm¡,v t_mÀUv D]-tbm-Kn-¡p-¶-

XnÂ, F´n-\-[nIw hnZym-e-b§-fpsS t]cv GIo-I-cn-¡p-¶-Xn-e-S¡w ]pXnb

tIcf amXr-I-IÄ krjvSn-¡-Ww. AXn-\p-th--n-bpÅ Im¯n-cn-¸n-emWv tIcf

P-\-X.

                                                                P\-]Yw,

Pqsse 2016

SSSSS
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Security measures in Internet

Banking A study on User

Adoption in Kerala

By Jubair T.

Online banking is a retail banking system aIlowing people to perform

banking activities through a secure website operated by the bank. As an

internet based system, the Online banking is subject to many inherent

security threats. In addition to the security measures adopted by them,

all the banks have suggested some precautionary measures to be taken

by all customers while logging in and using online banking.

     Privacy and security is  one of the major issue in almost all internet based

systems. Since it is proved that the internet has security holes, all the services

delivered through internet are also subject to many security threats. The Internet

banking, a self service retail banking system operated through a specially

designed website of the bank is also subject to these security threats. A review

of literature revealed that the publishing and other online banking threats is

constantly growing. The question on the security of internet banking challenged

in the light of the cyber attack on Bangladesh Central bank in 2016. The hackers

stole over $80 million from the account of Bangladesh Central Bank maintained

in US Federal Reserve.

The online banking channels of all the banks have been protected by advanced

security features such as data encryption, firewall, password and OTP

authentication etc. to prevent unauthorised access in online banking transactions.
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Since the security of online banking cannot be ensured through these processes

alone, they advise the customers to take many precautionary measures while

logging in and using online banking. The question derived from the situation is

whether the users of Internet banking is properly educated about the precautions

and whether they have been following these security measures suggested by

the banks. This study is an attempt to bring together all such measures suggested

by the banks’ and other experts in the field and to analyse the extent to which

these measures have been adopted by the internet banking users in Kerala.

Statement of the Problem

All the banks in India and abroad providing internet banking facility have

agreed that the internet banking is subject to many security threats and the

adoption of security practices by both the banks and customers are required

to avoid unauthorised access into the system. Websites of banks and other

portals of finance and technology suggest some measures to be adopted by

the customers to minimise the possibility of happening security threats. But the

question derived from the situation is whether these threats and the precautionary

measures have been properly communicated to the customers and whether

they have been adopting these measures while doing internet banking

transactions. Through analysing these factors, the security measures can be

communicated to the public and the issues can be brought to the attention of

bank authorities.

Objectives

1. To identify the important internet banking threats and to consolidate the

precautionary measures suggested by various banks to minimise the possibility

of risk.
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                               Table-1 –Presence of Security measures 
 

 

Security measures       Yes No Total 

Strong and Unique password       76  24  100 

Separate Account for online transactions       20 80  100 

Genuine Operating System       42 58  100 

Using paid antivirus or firewall or internet security       32 68  100 

 

 

 

                                Table-2 –Frequency of Security measures 

 

 

 

Security Measure Never Rarely occasionally Frequently Regularly Total 

Password Change 8 42 25 17 8 100 

Enter URL in address 

bar 

28 51 4 4 13 100 

Looking Padlock symbol 

& colour of address bar 

27 46 8 8 11 100 

URL begins with https 32 36 16 12 4 100 

Online banking in 

personal computers only 

4 8 13 25 50 100 

Log out after use 0 0 0 8 92 100 

 

Source: Primary data 
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2. To analyse the extent of the adoption of security measures by the users of

Internet banking in Kerala

Methodology

The study is descriptive in nature which uses primary data.

Primary data is collected from the users of internet banking in

three districts of Kerala by using value judgement sampling. A

structured interview schedule is used to collect primary data from

customers.

Adoption of Security Measures In Kerala- An analysis .

      A sample survey was conducted . among 100 bank customers

who are using electronic banking instruments in Kerala and 71 of

them are the users of internet banking. The data relating to the

presence of some security measures, the frequency of using some

other security measures and the reason behind the adoption and

non-adoption of security practices were collected by using a well

structured interview schedule.

From Tabe-l it can be inferred that the basic security measures

adopted by majority of the customers of online banking is Unique

password only.  But it is adopted mainly because of the restrictions

imposed by the banks for fixing the combination of  letters in

passwords.  Only 20% of the customers are using separate account

for online banking and the reason is the practical difficulty to

switch over between accounts.  In a community were pirated

software is widely using, it is hopeful from this study that the
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42% of the online banking customers are using genuine operating

system.  Even though the majority of the customers are not usiing

paid anti-virus, the percentage of online banking users depending

genuine OS and internet security is considerably sufficient.

   From Table-2, we can infer that the security measures adopted

by the customers frequently or regularly are the log out after use

and the use of online banking in personal computers only. It is

interesting to see that around 30% of the internet banking users

have never looked into the security elements of URL and address

bar. The customers revealed the reason behind this situation is

that it is not properly communicated to them. It indicates the

education provided by the bank through website are not enough

to reach the customers.

Results & Discussions

       Phishing is the most important internet banking threat which

has been increasing due to the carelessness of people. All banks

offering internet banking service are using a part of their website

to educate the customer about the internet banking threats and

the precautions to avoid these threats. However, the study reveals that

the education provided by the bank through website is not enough to reach

the customers and to make them security conscious.

       Log out after use, Strong & unique password and the use of personal

computers are the only security measures highly adopted by the users in

Kerala. Among these security measures, strong and unique password is

adopted only due to the restrictions imposed by banks while setting
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passwords. The habit of logging out from the system and the practice of

avoiding public computers are acquired by the people from their personal

experiences with other services such as e-mail and other user accounts. If the

access to online banking is conditioned with some security procedures and

steps, the banks may be able to make customers more security conscious.

Conclusion

Online banking is an internet based self service banking mechanism offered

by banks through a well designed and secured website. Internet banking involves

many security threats and it is necessary that the security measures are taken

by both banks and the users. The study reveals that adoption of security

measures among the internet banking users in Kerala is very low. It is mainly

due to the lack of proper awareness about the security holes in internet banking

and the improper communication of the security measures to the users.

Southern  Economist,

July 15,2016

       SSSSS
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Growth of inequality

Inequalities in the distributions of consumption expenditure

and household wealth have shown a systematic secular

increase. This is true of other human development indicators

such as mortality, morbidity, age and literacy.

BY S. SUBRAMANIAN

            WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO GROWTH IN PER

capita income, to poverty, and to inequality in India in the last 30 or so

years of economic liberalisation? There are economists who come close to

suggesting that India’s growth performance has been spectacular, that

reductions in poverty have been profoundly impressive, that the latter state

of affairs is directly attributable to the former one, and that all of this has

happened without any serious secular increase in economic inequality. At

the other extreme, we have those who claim that the nature of growth has

been dangerously non-inclusive and that poverty, over the long haul, has

remained either unchanging in magnitude or has actually increased. There

is cause to believe that a reasoned assessment of the facts of the case

would suggest a more moderate inference than the picture yielded by such
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“reactionary” constructions at one polar extreme and “radical” constructions

at the other extreme. In particular, it seems fair to assert that growth has

indeed been impressive; that poverty has declined, but altogether less

dramatically than “pro-liberalisation” analysts would claim, and that it exists

in intensity and spread on a scale which continues to be a matter of grave

concern; and that it is simply nonsense to claim that growth has not been

accompanied by  an increase in economic inequality.

     THE 1991 CRISIS AND THE AFTERMATH

         It is customary to date the era of “economic liberalisation” to the

sequence of “reform” measures that were initiated by the Congress-led

government following the 1991 economic crisis, although the move towards

liberalisation had already begun in the 1980s. However, the crisis of 1991 is

a helpful starting point. That crisis and the subsequent recovery of the

economy are now part of the mythology (in that word’s senses both of

legendary status and hyperbolic embellishment) of India’s economic

development. From ‘around the mid 1980s, India had been gradually building

up to a balance of payments crisis, to the accompaniment of a growing

fiscal deficit, depreciation in the real value of the rupee, and erosion of the

country’s foreign exchange reserves, until a point was reached in mid 1991

when these reserves amounted to no more than the value of three weeks’

worth of essential imports. Foreign investor confidence in India was also on

a downward spiral.  Emergency measures were called for to deal with this
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crisis situation.  To this end, India was forced to raise a loan from the

international Monetary Fund(IMF) by pledging its gold reserves with the

IMF.  The main ingredients of the subsequent liberalization programme

assured in by the Governement are by now well known: trade liberalization,

grater openness to foreign investment, financial deregulation, privatisation,

publicsector disinvestment, marketisation and relaxation of the” licence permit

raj” culture which had dominated the relationship of bureaucracy with private

enterprise.  It would be churlish to deny some of the positive outcomes of

these strategies of “reform” - in particular, the growth in per capita income-

although it is another matter whether these outcomes are to be certified as

unqualified successes, or have been purchased at a non-negligible cost.

      The singular (and impressive) feature of India’s growth performance

has often been the only focus of attention of the country’s middle and upper

classes and castes, who are happy to herald the arrival of their country at the

doorstep of superpower status; and, now that we have won the 2011 Cricket

World Cup and the 2016 T-20 Championship, apparently all that is left to

achieve perfect bliss is to be allowed a place at the high table of the United

Nations Security Council.  We do not, when we assume such positions,

pause to ask if our poverty statistics are based on reliable conceptual premises

(which they are not); whether a more multi-dimensional approach to poverty

would reveal a different picture (which it does); whether the sectoral

composition of our national income could be excessively weighted in favour
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of services (which it is) and distressingly biased against agriculture (which

also it is); whether the mix of foreign investment (direct and portfolio) is

appropriate (which it arguably is not); whether it is either equitable or efficient

to privatise services such as banking, insurance and financial intermediation;

and whether reducing public spending (especially on capital formation and

the social sector), as opposed to mobilising additional tax re sources, is the

right (and progressive) way of holding the fiscal deficit down. Should the

growth story (which is itself now beginning to unravel, despite heroic efforts

to salvage it with the assistance of fudged statistics) edge out our concerns

about the profoundly more serious moral problems of poverty and inequality?

Where do we stand in relation to these problems?

                     POVERTY

     Successive expert committees set up by the Indian Planning Commission

have gone into the question of how to define the “poverty line” appropriately.

It is remarkable that all of them have succeeded in getting the outcome wrong.

Bereft of nuances of detail, the official procedure of setting the poverty line

has been to identify it with that level of consumption expenditure at which a

specified calorific norm of nutritional intake is observed to be actually achieved

in some reference year which is certified as the “base” year. (This is done on

the basis of data on the distribution of consumption expenditure across

consumption and calorie size-classes.) The poverty line in subsequent years

is obtained by simply “updating” this base-year poverty line by means of a
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suitable price index. This procedure takes no account of the fact that the

choice of base year is an essentially arbitrary one. The choice of an “early”

year as base year yields a pleasing trend of relatively small and declining

headcount ratios of poverty. As we shift the base year forward in time, the

declining trend (though at less steep inclines) is preserved, but at the cost of

embarrassingly higher magnitudes of poverty. If we change the reference year

at given intervals of time, then we tend to obtain an up-and-down regime of

alternately falling and rising poverty rates. If we treat every year as a reference

year, then we actually obtain a trend of increasing poverty rates, as has been

established by the economist Utsa Patnaik.

   With such shaky conceptual foundations, we are hardly in a position-

given these methodologies of poverty assessment-to verify even the direction,

leave alone the magnitude, of change in poverty over time. Indeed, as we

move forward in time, we find that the observed calorific intake at the official

poverty line keeps declining a phenomenon now called the “calorie drift”, It is

plausible that the drift occurs because as we move forward in time, people’s

needs, and how these are prioritised, change in such a way that desired

expenditures on education, health, clothing, footwear, transport and energy

can only be met by tightening the belt. What is worst of all is that official

poverty lines are set with apparently little regard for their adequacy in meeting

the basic necessities of life.
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   The protocols governing the official measurement of poverty are,

regrettably, frequently endorsed by independent professionals; and the deeply

suspect logical and normative bases of these protocols are a poor foundation

on which to build complacent theories of rapidly declining money-metric

poverty. It is even worse that such dramatic declines in poverty have been

attributed to neoliberal economic policies. Exercises aimed at decomposing

the decline in poverty into a “growth effect” and a “redistribution effect” find

that it is growth that plays an overwhelming role in accounting for the decline.

This has led to the misleading commendation, and prescription, of growth as

the great alleviator of poverty, when all that the result probably demonstrates

is the poor record of redistributive effort undertaken by the state.

That poverty continues, or should continue, to be a major source of

concern to us is brought home even more tellingly when we look at non-

income dimensions of poverty, such as in respect of access to schools, public

health centres, drinking water, toilets, electricity, elementary transport, roads

and energy for cooking. Instances of simultaneous multiple deprivation in

several dimensions bespeak a condition of an order of severity of poverty

which compares badly with both the nation’s untapped potential for escaping

poverty and the record of other comparably poor countries such as China,

Sri Lanka and Cuba.
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                         INEQUALITY

Questionable measurement protocols have again played a major role in

propagating the view that while economic inequality has perhaps increased to

some extent in urban India, there is relatively little evidence of such an increase

in rural India. A significant source of such findings is that the sorts of inequality

measures most commonly in use are “relative” inequality measures-measures

which display no variation if every person in a community were to have her

income increased by the same proportion. Thus, the two-person income

distribution (10, 20) would show the same amount of relative inequality as the

distribution(20, 40), obtained by doubling each person’s income. This way

of measuring inequality neglects to note that though the poorer person’s relative

share in total income is the same, at one-third in both distributions, the gap in

the incomes of the two persons has risen from 10 in the distribution (10,20) to

20 in the distribution (20, 40).An absolute inequality measure would assert

that inequality remains unchanged when every person in a community has her

income increased by the same absolute amount.  It is easy to see that, in the

presence of income growth, relative inequality measures would tend to transmit

a “rightist” message, and absolute measures a “leftist” message. Away from

these extremes is a “centrist” measure which has the property that inequality

increases with an equi-proportionate rise in all incomes, and declines with an

equal absolute rise in all incomes. An example of such an inequality measure
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is the so-called Krtscha measure. The Krtscha measure suggests a

pronouncedly rising trend of inequality in the distribution of consumption

expenditure in India, and an even more dramatic explosion of inequality in the

distribution of household wealth.

        Thus far, we have spoken only of interpersonal (or “vertical”)

inequality, not of inter-group (or “horizontal”) inequality. We have also

spoken only of money-metric disparities, not disparities in other dimensions.

As it happens, work done by my former colleague D. Jayaraj and myself

suggests that there is a well-defined way in which group inequalities in the

distributions of both consumption expenditure and household wealth,

reckoned in terms of caste, gender and occupational partitions of the

population, have shown a systematic secular increase. This, as it happens,

is true not only of income and wealth but of other measures of human

development such as mortality, morbidity, age, and literacy indicators. Just

about the most unhappy conjuncture of circumstances, when it comes to

the rights-status of an individual, from the perspectives of both positive

and negative freedom, is to be a poor, rural, illiterate, Scheduled Caste

woman.

                WHERE ARE WE HEADED?

When one contemplates the situation of that woman, even as one hears

accounts of India’s great leap forward in the era of liberalisation, it is hard for
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one to resist being overtaken by a sense of both alienation and shame. The

environment of rising levels of vertical and horizontal inequality in which we

find ourselves is also just the sort of environment in which it is possible to

successfully feed the forces of divisiveness between rich and poor, “upper”

and “lower” castes, majority and minority religious communities, males and

females, and “patriots” and “anti- nationals”. In such an environment, it is

becoming increasingly hard to speak of the virtues of affirmative action,

communal inclusiveness, gender equality, land reform, and democratic

decentralised governance.

        In the exclusively economic domain, it is becoming even harder to

advance the cause of a universal “minimum inheritance” to all citizens upon

the attainment of adulthood; of substantial Child Benefit to all children and its

financing out of income-taxation; of a more progressive income-tax schedule;

of a more progressive property-tax schedule; of taxes on gifts and inheritances;

of an annual tax on wealth; and of a minimum tax for corporations. The

experts who have taken monopolistic control of the discussion forums on

our television channels would laugh out of court any such counsels as those

that have just been catalogued as emanating from a raving radical lunatic living

in a world that is out of joint with the reality of “reform”, liberalisation, and

globalisation.

              As it happens, though, these prescriptions for a less unequal world than

the one we live in have come not from some deranged “lefty” but from a

deeply principled and brilliantly analytical “mainstream” economist,
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Sir Anthony Atkinson: the reader is referred to his recent book Inequality:

What Can be Done? Atkinson does not stand alone in his recognition of

inequality as a great and growing contemporary evil and of what should be

done to counter it. It is instructive also to look at the work of other European

and American economists such as Thomas Piketty, Branko Milanovich and

Joseph Stiglitz.

   These economists, it is worth noting, speak from countries in which

poverty is nowhere near as large a problem as it is in ours. According to the

distributional ethic of “sufficientarianism”, due to the philosopher Harry

Frankfurt, inequality (to put it a bit crudely) is problematic in the sense and to

the extent that it coexists with a situation in which some people do not have

access to sufficient resources for the avoidance of poverty.  Objecting to

inequality in the presence of “sufficiency” might, therefore, largely be a matter

of just resentment and envy. Is that the kind of economy ours is? You would

think so, going only by neoliberal celebrations of India’s growth. There are

principled moral and political reasons to be deeply worried about both poverty

and inequality in India. But to turn one’s back on these problems, as is

becoming an increasingly common feature of the response of our elite classes

and castes, is also a profoundly unwise reaction from the perspective of

enlightened self-interest.
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    Whether from impulses of “stout denial” or from a certain general

culture of insensitivity that seems to flourish in a climate of liberalisation

and globalisation, we tend to ignore or minimise the ills of poverty

and inequality. But we do so only at our own peril. That sounds

portentous, I will admit; but, and perhaps more to the point, I am

afraid it is also true.

                                                                                   Frontline,

August 5, 2016.

                                            SSSSS
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GST Statute Bill

By Vijayalakshmi V.

The Rajya Sabha passed the Bill to amend the

Constitution paving way for the roll out of the Goods and

Services Tax (GST) on 3rd August by two thirds majority. All

political parties except AIADMK pledged support. The Bill

will now be retumed to Lok Sabha for its approval. The Bill

has to be ratified by the Lok Sabah and subsequently get

approval from 50% of State Assemblies. The Constitutional

amendment will enable both Centre and States to

simultaneously levy the GST, which will subsume all indirect

taxes currently. levied (including excise duties and service

tax) .The shift to the GST regime will lead to uniform,

seamless market across the country; it will. be a uniform

rate, will check evasion, and boost growth rates as per
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statement of Finance Minister Arun Jaitley (reported in news

papers)

 It is reported that all 200 members present in Rajya

Sabha voted for the Bill; Congress insists on keeping the tax

rate at 18% to ensure its support. GST will be the country’s

most comprehensive tax change since Independence and the

single biggest reform initiative after the 1991 liberalization -

globalization policy. In the long term, the GST will eliminate

multiple taxes on firms (help in ease of doing business),

reduce logistics cost for firms due to elimination of Inter-

State tax, and will reduce black money; need for financial

documentation will increase.

 According to a report by Nomura, the implementation

of GST would have an inflationary effect in the short term.

The longer term impact of GST could structurally reduce

inflation due to lower tax and logistics costs, productivity

gains and higher investments. The expected passage by

Parliament of a key constitutional amendment would resolve

crucial issues needed to transform India’s $2 trillion economy

and 1.3 billion consumers into a single market for the first

time. (The Hindu, August 4, 2016).

Eleven years after it was first mooted in Parliament,

the Rajya Sabha has finally adopted GST. Parliament stamp

is historic as the proposed tax will alter the powers of taxation
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that States enjoyed under the constitution and usher in a

uniform consumption-based tax structure across the country

for almost all goods and services. An article in the editorial

page of The Hindu (The Hindu, August 4,2016) by Ajit

Ranade, Mumbai based economist clearly highlights the

merits and challenges of GST. The benefits he has mentioned

include ease of doing business, and, producers being more

competitive against imports. He opines that adoption of GST

is an iconic example of what Prime Minister called Cooperative

Federalism. Once the GST is in place, it means unified, national

market for goods and services. The challenges he considers

include, GST rate (basis for determining a rate?), regressive

nature of indirect tax, issue of tax litigation, issue of.

implementing the GST in the govemance within GST Council

and the issue of States’ autonomy. Rajya Sabha debate on

Constitution Amendment Bill on GST sees rare unanimity

among parties.

Impact of GST as viewed by Economic Times:

Technology: Positive Effects: GST will eliminate multiple

level taxes.

Negative effects: With GST, IT Companies with several

delivery centres and offices might require each centre to

generate a separate invoice to every contracting party.  Duty

on manufactured goods will increase (from 14-15% to 18%)
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FMCG

Positive Effects:

n Companies could generate savings in logistics and distribution

costs.

n Reduction in tax for companies.

n Warehouse rationalization and reduction of overall tax rates

Negative Effects:

• Prices of aerated beverages and tobacco products may
increase by 20%.

• Many food companies may see increase in  effective tax.

E Commerce

Positive Effects: “ GST will help create a single unified

market across the country and allow free movement of

supply of goods. It will also eliminate the cascading effect

of taxes on customers.

Negative Effect: “ The tax collection at source guidelines

in the GST regime will increase administration,

documentation for e commerce firms and increase costs.

Telecom: Positive Effects:  Handset prices likely to fall or

even out across States. For Handset makers, GST will

bring in ease of doing business.
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Table-1 - Benefits of GST  

 

      Sector  Benefits/Gain  

    Economy  One market, one tax may add up to 2% to GDP  

 Boost to investments via cheaper capital goods  

 
Manufacturing to become competitive; boost to 'Make in India' 

exports  

 
Higher tax revenues owing to lesser tax evasions and wider tax 

base  

 Government  Easier to administer tax  

 Decline in cost of tax collection  

  Business  Lower logistics- (osts-30-40% savings as per some estimates.  

 Reduction in compliance cost and disputes  

 Single market to allow optimal investment decisions  

 Protection from cheaper imports  

 Lower incidence of tax as cascading ends  

  Customers  Taxes on goods to reduce; prices could fall if benefit passed on  

 Transparency in taxes  

 Taxes on services may increase  
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Negative Effects: • Call charges, data rates will increase if tax rate

exceeds 15%. Tower firms will not be able to setoff their input duty

liabilities if petro-products continue to stay outside GST framework.

Automobiles: Positive Effects: Possibility of reduction of on

road prices of vehicles; lower prices can be constructed as indirect

stimulus.

Negative Effects: Commercial vehicles may be hit in the medium

term.

Media: Positive Effects: Multiplex chains will save on revenues

as there will be more uniform tax ; it may lower the ticket prices and

increase the footfalls in multiplexes. GST will be big boon to film

producers and studios that currently pay service tax on most of their

cost, but cannot charge input credit on creative services.

Insurance policy costs and airfare may be expensive as service

tax will be replaced by GST.

This is just the beginning. Several hurdles have to be crossed to

roll out this from April1, 2017.

 For GST roll out, the Bill passed on 3rd August, has to be backed by

three more legislations-the Central GST Bill, the State GST Bill and

the Integrated GST Bill.

# Lok Sabha needs to clear amendments in the Bill approved by Rajya

Sabha.
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# At least 50% of State Assemblies have to pass the Constitution

Amendment Bill with two-thirds majority.

# The legislation to be sent for Presidential assent.

# Formation of GST Council.

# The Union Finance Ministry has to negotiate with committee of

State Finance Ministers and GST Council to arrive at a consensus on

GST rate.

# States have to pass their own GST laws.

# A huge IT system needs to be set up, tax collectors trained and

companies brought up to speed on a levy that experts say. will force

them to overhaul business process.

# This law is not applicable in Jammu & Kashmir. The State has to

pass a separate legislation.

As per reports in the newspapers of 5tn August, West Bengal and

Kerala are protesting against the Bill. Chairman of the Empowered

Committee of State Finance Ministers on the GST is reported to have

written to Union Finance Minister against the change in Article 270,

appearing in the Clause 10 of the proposed amendments to the Bill, as it

would deprive States of the share of the IGST revenue of unclaimed

credits in transactions not forming  part of the divisible pool of tax

revenues. Finance Minister of Kerala also sought the deletion of this

amendment. Many such issues may be raised by concerned Ministers

of many States Government expects at least 50% of States to ratify the

Bill in 30 days. Due consideration needs to be given to issues like complex

billing and invoice requirements, reverse charge on import of services
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and impact on export competitiveness of IT sector before finalizing this

Bill.

                                                                                                  Southern Economist,

 August 15, 2016

        SSSSS
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The economics of political change

JAYATI GHOSH

Faced with increasing inequality, stagnant real incomes and growing

material fragility of daily Life, ordinary people in the developed world

are beginning to see themselves as victims of globalisation.

ACROSS the world, people have been watching recent political

changes in developed countries with a mixture of bemusement and shock.

From the recent appointment of Donald Trump as the Republican

candidate for United States President to the rise and spread of blatantly

racist anti-immigration political parties and movements in Europe, it is

clear that there are tectonic shifts under way in the political discourse

and practice in these countries. As these changes have gone from the

unthinkable to the depressingly predictable, there are increasingly

desperate attempts to understand what is driving them. This is especially

the case because what happens in the developed countries still matters

hugely in international relations and to the rest of the world despite all

the talk of a shift in global power to some large “emerging nations”.

It is now obvious that increasing inequality, stagnant real incomes

of working people and the increasing material fragility of daily life have

all played roles in creating a strong sense of dissatisfaction among

ordinary people in the rich countries. While even the poor amongst
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them still continue to be hugely better off than the vast majority of

people in the developing world, their own perceptions are quite different,

and they increasingly see themselves as victims of globalisation.

 While this is increasingly recognised, the full extent of recent

economic trends is probably less well known. A new report from the

McKinsey Global Institute (“Poorer Than Their Parents? Flat or

falling incomes in advanced economies”, July 2016) brings out in

detail that the past decade. in particular has been significantly worse for

many people in the developed world.

The report is based on a study of -income distribution data from

25 developed countries; a detailed dataset with more information on

350,000 people from France, Italy and the U.S. and the United

Kingdom; and a survey of 6,000 people from France, the U.K. and the

U.S. that also checked for perceptions about the evolution of their

incomes.

The results are probably not surprising in terms of the basic

trends  identified, but the sheer extent of the change and the deterioration

incomes still comes as a surprise. In 25 advanced economies, between

65 and 70 per cent of households (amounting to around 540-580

million people) were in income segments that experienced flat or falling

incomes between 2005 and 2014. By contrast, in the previous period,

between 1993 and 2005, less than 2 per cent (fewer than 10 million

people) faced flat or falling incomes.
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The situation was much worse in particular countries. In Italy, a

whopping 97 per cent of the population had stagnant or declining real

incomes between 2005 and 2014, while the ratios were 81 per cent

for the U.S. and 70 per cent in the U.K. This refers to market incomes,

and it is true that government tax and transfer policies can change the

final disposable income of households, in some cases improving it.

Indeed, for the 25 countries taken together, only 20-25 per cent

experienced flat or falling disposable incomes. In the U.S., government

taxes and transfers turned a decline in market incomes for 81 per cent

of households into an increase in disposable income for nearly all of

them.

Similarly, government policies to intervene in labour markets also

made a difference. In Sweden, the government intervened with measures

designed to preserve jobs, so market incomes fell or were flat for only

20 per cent, while tax and transfer policies ensured that disposable

income advanced for almost every- one. But in most of the countries

examined in the study, government policies were not sufficient to prevent

stagnant or declining incomes for a significant proportion of the

population, and labour market trends contributed to feelings of in-

security among workers everywhere.
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    YOUNG AND INSECURE

“While these changes were evident across the board, the worst

affected were less educated workers, and particularly the younger ones

among them, as well as women, especially single mothers. The report

notes that today’s younger generation in the advanced countries is at

real risk of ending up poorer than their parents, and in any case already

faces much more insecure working conditions.

This material reality is actually quite accurately reflected in popular

perceptions. A survey conducted in 2015 of British, French and U.S.

citizens confirmed this, as approximately 40 per cent of those surveyed

felt that their economic positions had deteriorated. Interestingly, it was

also such people, and those who did not expect the situation to improve

for the next generation, who felt most negatively about both trade and

migration. More than half of this group agreed with the statement, ‘The

influx of foreign goods and services is leading to domestic job losses,”

compared with 29 per cent of those who were advancing or neutral.

They were also twice as likely to agree with the statement, “Legal

immigrants are ruining the culture and cohesiveness in our society,”

compared with those advancing or neutral. The survey also found that

those whose incomes were not improving and who were not hopeful

about the future were  more likely to support political parties such as
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Front National in France and movements such as Brexit in Britain.

One major driver of stagnant worker incomes has been the

combination of labour market developments and public policies that

have resulted in declining wage shares of national income. The report

notes that from 1970 to 2014-with the brief exception of a spike during

the 1973-74 oil crisis –the average wage share across the six countries

studied in depth (U.S., U.K., France, Italy, the Netherlands and Sweden)

fell by 5 percentage points. In the most extreme case of the U.K., it

declined by 13 percentage points. These declines in wage shares

occurred despite increases in labour productivity, as the  productivity

gains were either grabbed by employers or passed on in the form of

lower prices to maintain external competitiveness.

Such declining wage shares are commonly seen to be the result

of globalisation and technological changes that have led to changing

patterns of demand for low-skill and medium-skill workers. But even

here, it is evident that state policies and institutional relations in the

labour market matter. In Sweden, where 68 per cent of workers are

union members and the government has in place policies that enforce

contracts that protect both wage rates and hours worked, the median

household received a greater share of output that went to wages, and

even got more of the gains from aggregate income growth than

households in top and bottom income deciles over the 2005-14 period.
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                By contrast, countries that have encouraged the growth of

part-time and temporary contracts experienced bigger declines in wage

shares. Once again, this is especially adverse for the young. According

to Europe- an Union official data. more than 40 per cent of workers

aged between 15 and 25 years in the 28 countries of the EU. have insecure

and low-paying contracts, while the proportion is more than half for the

18 countries in the eurozone, 58 per cent in France and 65 per cent in

Spain. This is obviously a concern for the young people who have to

experience this, but it is as much a source of unhappiness and anger for

their parents who worry for the future of their children. In the meantime,

they can all observe the counterpart in terms of rising profit shares in

many of these rich countries. Economic processes and government

policies increasingly appear to favour plutocratic tendencies. In the U.S.,

for example, post-tax profits of firms in the period 2010-14 reached

more than 10.1 per cent of gross domestic product, a level last reached

in 1929 just before the Great Depression. Ironically, in the U.S. this is

apparently favouring the political rise of one of the biggest beneficiaries

of this  process, Donald Trump, who is himself emblematic of such

plutocracy.

             If economic policies do not change dramatically to favour more

good quality employment and better labour market outcomes, through

coordinated fiscal expansions, to lift growth in more inclusive ways

things are likely to get even worse. The report projects that even if the
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previous high-growth trajectory is resumed (an unlikely prospect) at

least 30-40 per cent of households would not get income gains over the

next decade, especially if technological changes like more automation

accelerate. And if the slow growth conditions of 2005-12 persist, the

proportion of households experiencing flat or falling incomes could go

to as much as 70-80 per cent by 2025.

The unpleasant and even terrifying political fallout of such

outcomes is now only too evident. How much more will it take for

political leaders to recognise the need for a move away from business

as usual to radical change in economic policies?

             FRONTLINE

 AUGUST 19,2016.

                                    SSSSS
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, Need for reform

A formal procedural framework to select judges, guaranteeing

openness and transparency, is necessary to counter the trust deficit

affecting the collegium system.

BY  KALEESWARAM RAJ

NEITHER the Constitution nor any statute provides for an

instrument like the Memorandum of Procedure (MoP) for judicial

appointments in India. Like the collegium, the MoP is also a judicial

invention imposed on the executive by the judgment in the Second

Judges’ case (1993). Last year, the Supreme Court struck down the

statute for the National Judicial Appointments Commission (NJAC) and

the 99th Constitutional Amendment by its 1st NJAC judgment of October

16, 2015, which resuscitated the collegium. The most unfortunate part

of the judgment was that it had the effect of deluding the people, by its

pomposity, about “glasnost” and “perestroika” in the judiciary. Through

a tumultuous judicial call, the entire nation was requested to put forward

suggestions for reforms. The public in the republic responded. The

suggestions ran over 11,500 pages, as acknowledged later by the Supreme

Court in its 2nd NJAC judgment of December 16, 2015.
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It was this judgment that again asked the Centre to come up with

a new MoP. Practically, the entire rhetoric on reforms in the 1st NJAC

judgment stood reduced to this MoP. Recently, the Centre, by way of

the revised MoP, sought a system which it claimed would be relatively

translucent and adorable. The Centre’s plea for some limited privileges

for itself, the Attorney General, and the Advocate General in the matter

of selection to the higher judiciary was turned down by the collegium

(“SCsends back draft on judges’ appointment”, The Hindu,

May5,2016).The MoP arms the government with the power to reject a

nomination citing the “national interest”. The Centre is not bound to

reconsider a recommendation once rejected. The collegium, finding such

clauses “undesirable”, returned the MoP to the government (“High Court

faces shortage of 458 judges, say latest data”, The Hindu, June 3, 2016).

The number of vacancies of High Court judges has grown to 470 (The

Hindu, July 5,2016).

The revised MoP, which is substantially a reiteration of the earlier

one, was again turned down by the collegium, according to the news

reports of July 7,2016. A uniform complaint redress mechanism against

the Judges substituting the earlier  ‘in-house mechanism’, was also sought

by the government, according  to the reports. The Law  Minister

responded to the rejection in a concilatory tone, clarifying that “the

Government is willing to work in harmony with the judiciary” (NDTV,

July 7, 2016). This means that no fundamental change is going to be
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effected in the process or procedure. The opaque system is to stay on,

unwayed by possible cosmetic change. This, in turn, would invigorate

Judicial supremacy, which T.T. Krishnamachari famously described its

Imperium Imperio”.

No democracy can dispense with formal system and a clear

procedure for judicial appointments, which should be predetermined

and structurally guaranteed. We have, in effect, neither a constitutional

provision nor any legislation on the subject. In a consecutive adjudicative

tragedy,  Articles 124 and 217 of the constitution, dealing with the

apointment of judges to the Supreme Court and the High Courts, were

practically done away with, as per the second and Third Judges’ cases

of 1993 and 1998 respectively, which stalled the system of the collegium.

Last year’s NJAC verdicts just repeated, extended and expanded the

tragedy. They had an exacerbating effect on our polity. The Constitution

is practically rewritten, though the authority to do so is vested only with

parliament and not with the court. The national Lawyers Campaign for

judicial Transparency and Reforms, through its letter dated November

2015, bemoaned: ‘The judgment of Supreme Court in the NJAC case,

running  into more than 1,000 pages, means that what legislative or

administrative  policy the country should adopt could not be decided

by the people through their elected representatives.”
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In the 2nd NJAC verdict, the Court noted that the “practice

(of  Mop) had been consistently adopt following the Second Judges’

(1993). The court asked the Centre  to finalise the existing MoP “by

implementing it in consultation with the Chief .Justice of India”. It

was further held that “the Chief Justice of India will take a decision

based on the unanimous view of the collegium”. Though it was opined

that factors such as (i) eligibility criteria; (ii) transparency in the

appointment process; (iii) secretariat; and (iv) complaint redress

mechanism are to be considered, there was no “wholesale change” in

the matter, to use the words of Justice Jagdish Singh Khehar. The

“trust deficit” that “has affected the credibility of the collegium

system”, as lamented by Justice Kurian Joseph, remained un-

addressed in the verdict.

   The primacy of the executive or judiciary has been the moot

question whenever the issue was adjudicated or legislated in India.

Both the executive and the judiciary wanted to have the final say and

this fissure is one of the greatest misfortunes in India’s constitutional

history. A Procedural framework for judicial selection is quite feasible

amd possible, provided there is a will to formalise the method and to

institutionlise it by way of an independent commission that guarantees

objectivity and openness.  Lobbying is an unhealthy means for

selecting the umpires of democracy.
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Though the Supreme Court emphasised reform in the Ist NJAC

judgment, it took a highly undemocratic position in the 2nd NJAC

judgment. The plea for eligibility (as different from suitability) got reduced

to the prescription of a minimum age and such other “innocuous” aspects

since it appeared that the collegium did not favour any radical shift.

The secretariat that the legal fraternity aspired for as a centre for judicious

selection became a store house of data on those who were fortunate

enough to be close to the power centre.

           UNFAIR SYSTEM \

In such a system, denial of opportunity to ordinary hands would

be ensured and secrecy preserved as a “great Indian judicial value”,

The “kin syndrome”, a term coined by Justice V.R. Krishna Iyer, would

hold the field with judges choosing those lawyers who are in their own

image while those from “non-traditional backgrounds” would be

practically fenced out. Thus, the collegium after the NJAC verdicts is in

no way different from the one that has functioned until now. In my view,

it is fallacious to think about reforms either by way of the collegium or

by way of the MoP, both of which are ostensibly unconstitutional.

The NJAC judgments empirically demonstrate that judicial reforms

do not happen from within. They also show that any move for executive

predominance would be curtailed in the review jurisdiction, relying on

the doctrine of ‘Judicial independence” as interpreted by the judiciary
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itself which would project itself as the “basic structure” of the

Constitution. The basic structure doctrine, evolved in Kesavananda

Bharati (1973), is, again, the court’s own creation, used to preserve

another creation, namely, the collegium.

             GLOBAL TRENDS

                According to the Commonwealth Latimer House Principles,

judicial appointments need to be made by following “clearly defined

criteria and by a  publicly declared process” (Principle No. IV.  Relying

on the same, Jan van Zyl Smit says: “The criteria for judicial office will

usually be determined to a greater or lesser extent by the Constitution or

by statute, although there may be some scope for commissioners to

bring to bear their experience and expertise if the Commission is

authorised to elaborate the criteria for particular judicial posts, or develop

guidelines or tools for use when evaluating individual candidates” (British

Institute of International and Comparative Law, 2015).

The MoP in India and its latest additions are apparently antithetical

to the practice elsewhere in the Commonwealth, which Smit does not

analyse. He says that he is “surprised and fascinated” by the 1st NJAC

judgment (“Judicial Appointments in the Commonwealth: Is India bucking

the trend?”, U.K. Constitutional Law Association,2016). As

acknowledged by him, when “more than 80 per cent of the Independent
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Commonwealth jurisdictions have a Commission, established by law or

under the Constitution”, any euphoria, or even a gesture of optimism,

based on India’s collegium is unfounded, given the flexible and uncertain

characteristics of the MoP. It is doubtful whether the MoP is a “law”

even for the limited purpose of Article 13 of the Constitution.  Thus the

collegium stays far away from  the Second Wave Commissions” found

elsewhere, as noted by Smit. When the process of selection and

appointment does not provide for “advertisement and open applications”

and since the process remains “confidential”, as held by the Supreme

Court, Smit’s hope that the “Court’s recomendations would constitute

valuable improvements” would remain surreal.

Practising advocates continue to form the principal source of

judicial appointments in India. A judge is essentially a public officer.

James E. Moliterno reiterates his position by indicating that lawyers

who are “client centred” “may have an important disadvantage in the

role of public official” (Fordham Law Review, Volume 77, Issue 4).

Daniel Markovits, while explaining the structural character of a lawyer’s

function, puts the issue in perspective: “ [T]he effort to connect partisan

lawyering to the pursuit of justice” is “both theoretically and practically

unsatisfying” (Three Issues in Legal Ethics, Daniel  Markovits, Yale

Law School, 2010). Article 124(3) (c) of the Indian Constitution says

about appointing “a distinguished jurist” as a judge of the Supreme

Court, which, however, never happened in the country. A broader
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platform for judicial appointments should resort to a larger spectrum of

academics, jurists, researchers, and also intellectuals with a legal

background.

In a recent study, the authors Graham Gee and Kate Malleson,

while praising the “robust processes” in the United Kingdom that have

“identified suitably qualified candidates of good character”, worried

about “the slow progress in increasing judicial diversity” (U.K.

Constitutional Law Blog, May 6, 2014). Their plea is to “remove barriers

that might prevent non-conventional candidates from being called for

interview”.

The pre-selection debate in the United States Senate on judicial

candidates is another captivating idea. South Africa and Kenya have

also opted for open interviews as part of the selection process. Malaysia

and Nigeria have gone for sizable commissions. In Bulgaria, according

to Peter Roudik, the National Assembly has adopted a law to amend the

Constitution in order to establish a Supreme Judicial Council for selection

to the highest national courts (Global Legal Monitor, December 30,

2015). The U.K. has an evocative institutional model, a 105-member

secretariat, to ensure objectivity and transparency in the selection process.

There were concerns, however, when the staff strength of the secretariat

was reduced later because of budgetary constraints.

The details of global trends were placed before the Supreme

Court after the Ist NJAC judgment through detailed written submissions.
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But the plea for radical reforms was rejected by the apex court, which

did not want to do away with the collegium system. The court, after

noting that it had a “challenging responsibility to embark and reflect” on

the suggestions, did not, however, synthesise them appropriately or

prescribe any fundamental change.

Simon Evans and John Williams recommend “a modified version”

of the U.K. system even for Australia, where the opportunity to apply

for judicial posts is already recognised. According to them, the U.K.

model “is a cautious and incremental development that does not break

with Australia’s legal traditions” (“Appointing Australian Judges: A New

Mode!”, 2008).  India needs to follow suit. The NJAC judgments do

not foreclose further legislative imagination, as commonly perceived. A

valid law on the subject is worth attempting, provided it satisfies the

characteristics of curative and competent legislation. The legislative

potential in such situations was underlined by the apex court III Indira

Nehru Gandhi (1975) and Hari Singh (1972). The Centre has to

assiduously try a new law on the subject for revamping the system of

judicial appointments and in that process the executive should forsake

its “political” interests. It should also defend the democratic cause

staunchly when subjected to judicial scrutiny in future.

                                                                                             FRONTLINE

                                    AUGUST 19, 2016

                                                                           SSSSS
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A review of the Book ‘Police and Counter Insurgency- The Untold story of

Tripura’s COIN campaign’ by Kuldeep Kumar

Tripura’s fight against insurgency

How civil governance, development and welfare

helped the state limp back to normalcy

                                                                           V.B. GANESAN

The Northeast presents a complex picture, where stunning natural

beauty combines with ethnic violence and insurgent movements. From

Assam to Tripura, the region of the Seven Sisters has become a hot

topic for strategists and social activists, who have debated on how to

bring about normality and connect the region, emotionally and physically,

with the rest of India.

Governments have consistently resorted to a militaristic approach

to deal with the escalating insurgent violence. Over the past two decades,

almost 20,000 people have died in the Northeast and millions have been

displaced a testimony to the failure of the state’s approach to the

problem and its ability to protect common citizens.  While many ceasefire

&&&&&
BOOK REVIEW
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agreements and peace accords have been signed to end the violence

and heal the mental and physical wounds of the people, the scars have

seldom healed completely. In this situation, tiny Tripura’s successful

restoration of normality after decades of turmoil is in- deed a story

worth telling.

Chronicling Tripura’s experience with counter insurgency-

(COIN) operations, senior IPS officer Kuldeep Kumar, who led the

Special Forces (SF) of the Tripura State Police, regrets the scholarly

neglect of its achievements. Kumar took on the responsibility of

remedying this, and the present volume is his succinct description of

the efforts that went into transforming the state. Tripura the only state in

the region to have repealed the Armed Forces Special Powers Act

(AFSPA) in May 2015, demonstrates how the integration of police

strategies with comprehensive government initiatives have re-established

the rule of law and a sense of security among the people.

Tracing the roots of unrest, Kumar points out that Tripura’s tribal

population, which stood at 52.89 per cent in 1901, came down to 31.8

per cent in 2011 with the influx of refugees during Partition and again

after the liberation of East Pakistan Bangladesh. As a result, many tribal

people lost their land and were reduced to working as landless labourers.

This generated much heartburn, frustration and discontent that set the

stage for violence. From the emergence of the Tripura National

Volunteers (TNV) in 1978 to the National Liberation Front of Tripura
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(NLFT) and All Tripura Tiger Force (ATTF) in later years, 28 insurgent

groups sprang up in Tripura. By 2000, the security scenario was

extremely disturbed as a result of both land alienation and tribal

insurgency.

According to Kumar, the achievement of the Left Front

government in re-establishing a secure environment for civil governance,

development and welfare in areas ‘liberated’ from insurgency has been

an integral component of the comprehensive COIN campaign in Tripura.

    Kumar points out how in Tripura troops of armed battalion have

lived in close proximity with civilians in areas of intense conflict. This

has provided effective security through protective patrols and also helped

in the collection of intelligence and in liaising with  local leaders. The

government promoted ‘peace through development’, through large-scale

meetings, effective political mobilisation of women, devolution of powers

to local bodies and by encouraging the youth to renounce violence.

In real terms, the figures released by the Planning Commission in 2012

indicate a substantial decrease in reduction of poverty from 40 per cent

in 2004-05 to 14 per cent in 2011-12.

However, charting out the path ahead, Kumar says that despite

various positive developments, much remains to be done to uplift the

economic status of the tribal people and improve their access to quality

education, health, sanitation, drinking water and physical infrastructure.

In this respect, he also points out that the Tripura Tribal Areas
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Autonomous Development Council is an extremely important institution

geared towards fulfilling the aspirations of self-administration by tribal

people. He also cites the highly visible role of women in the fight against

insurgency.

On the whole, this book is a timely reminder for strategists, social

activists and scholars struggling for solutions to insurgency.

THE HINDU,

           14th AUGUST, 2016.
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News from other Legislative Assemblies across

India

Arunachal Pradesh:-

Shri.Tenzing Norbu Thongdok, Deputy Speaker, Sixth Legislative

Assembly  of Arunachal Pradesh, Naharlagun resigned from the office

of Deputy Speaker with effect from 20th  July, 2016 in pursuance of

Article 178 of the Constitution of India, Shri. Tenzing Norbu Thongdok,

was declared elected as the Speaker of  the Arunachal Pradesh Assembly

in its Ninth Session held on Wednesday, the 20th July, 2016.

New Delhi:-

Ms. Rakhi Birla, a Member of the Sixth Legislative Assembly of

the National Capital Territory of Delhi was unanimously elected as Deputy

Speaker of the Assembly on 10th of June. 2016.

Gujarat:-

Shri. Ganpatsinh Vestabhai Vasava resigined the Office of the

Speaker of the Gujarat Legislative Assembly with effect from 6th August,

2016 A.N.

Shri. Atmaram Makanbhai Parmar regined the Office of the Deputy

Speaker of the Gujarat Legislative Assembly with effect from 61h August,

2016 A.N.
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Madhya Pradesh:-

Shri. Awdhesh Pratab Singh assumed the charge of Principal Secretary,

Madhya Pradesh Legislative Assembly with effect from lst July, 2016
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